
Founded in 2011, Netatmo is an innovative company developing consumer electronics 
for a better and connected lifestyle. Netatmo carefully designs their products’ mechanics, 
electronics and embedded software. Netatmo industrializes them with the finest quality 
standards and designs the mobile and web applications that unleash their capabilities. 

Netatmo’s smart products fall into three categories: security, environment and heating. 

The first device launched by the company, the Weather Station for Smartphone, allows 
owners to monitor the environment in more than 170 countries. It’s the world’s crowd-
sourced weather observation network. In November 2013, Netatmo launched their 
Thermostat for Smartphone, dedicated to the European market. Designed by Philippe 

Starck, it helps users to save 37% energy to heat their home. Netatmo launched Welcome 
in 2015. Welcome is an indoor security camera with revolutionary face recognition 
technology to distinguish who is home and to alert immediately about intruders.

At CES 2016, Netatmo unveiled Presence the first outdoor security camera with 
breakthrough deep learning technology, able to detect and report about people, cars 
and animals. 

Netatmo is widely recognized for its products each year at the prestigious CES Innovations 
Design & Engineering. In 2016, the brand has been honoured for Presence with 4 CES 
Awards. 

About Netatmo

TO TURN DAD INTO A WEATHER MAN

The Weather Station for Smartphone  
measures indoor air quality and outdoor 
weather conditions, including temperature, 
humidity and air pressure. Best to keep 
track of ultra-local facts. RPP: £139

Why he’ll love it: It allows to customize 
alerts for specific weather conditions. 

TO KEEP AN EYE ON THE FAMILY

Welcome is an indoor security camera with face recognition.  
It recognizes the faces and sends the names of people it sees 
to the user’s smartphone. RPP: £199

Why he’ll love it: It notifies Dad when the kids are back from 
school.

TO HEAT THE HOME WHILE SAVING ENERGY

Designed by Philippe Starck, the Netatmo Thermostat allows 
to save on average 37% of energy to heat the home. It helps 
consumers reduce their energy bills and improve comfort within 
their home. RPP: £149

Why he’ll love it: Its installation is DIY.

TO KNOW WHEN THE WIND BLOWS

The Netatmo Wind Gauge measures the 
wind’s speed and direction. Based on the 
latest ultrasound technology, it produces 
extremely accurate measurements Ideal 
for surfers, golfers, tennis players or 
nature-lovers. RPP: £89

Why he’ll love it: It is maintenance free 
and has no moving parts.

TO KNOW WHEN TO WATER THE 
PLANTS

The Netatmo Rain Gauge records the 
amount of rainfall per hour or cumulated 
over longer periods of time. Most 
convenient for gardening-passionate 
dads. RPP: £59

Why he’ll love it: It enables to record 
the amount of rainfall per hour or 
cumulated over longer periods of time.
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Great tech gifts from Netatmo to wow Dad this Father’s Day!


